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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

Retail Transformation Almost Complete As Contactless Store       
Redesign Accelerates  

 

By Nicholas West 

Among the earliest trends I covered here at Counter Markets          
several years ago were automation and the accelerating “retail         
apocalypse.” Longtime readers might recall that the narrative        
surrounding the imminent death of brick-and-mortar retail has        
been a bit more nuanced than many headlines would suggest. In           
fact, strong arguments have been made that a “transformation”         
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would be the more appropriate term. Younger generations had         
begun to meld their online shopping with preferred ship-to-store         
physical pickup locations in order to preserve an element of          
“experience” in their retail interactions.  

Now, however, the world has had its circuit thrown by the hard            
shutdown of many physical spaces. The formerly theoretical        
apocalypse has become a verifiable “carnage” as major mall         
landlords are now declaring bankruptcy. Announced November 2:  

Two mall REITs, Pennsylvania Real Estate Investment Trust        
and CBL & Associates Properties filed for Chapter 11         
protection on Sunday, citing pandemic-induced pressures on       
their tenants and, by implication, themselves. Together the        
two REITs account for 87 million square feet of real          
estate across the U.S., according to court filings. 

CBL, based in Chattanooga, counts 107 properties in 26         
states in its portfolio, including enclosed malls, outlets and         
open-air retail centers… 

"There’s too much retail real estate in the U.S.,” said Dutch,           
a REIT equity analyst. “Retailers continue to reduce their         
store footprints, and while brick and mortar is here to stay,           
the focus is on high-quality locations.” 

Perhaps “high-quality” means a pivot toward retail which accounts         
for extreme social distancing and a more “hygienic” contactless         
economy. It, too, is a trend that has been building for years and             
can now proceed full throttle as The Great Reset commences.  

It is a future that has been fully accounted for in a chart issued by               
the World Economic Forum back in June, giving lie to the fact that             
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the current transformation we are seeing is a spur of the moment            
adaptation to new market conditions brought about by the corona          
crisis. Many people aren’t aware that there is an interactive          
version of the chart shown below which drills down into every one            
of the points on the wheel of renovation for the global economy.            
Each point has its own wheel that branches out to all related            
concerns embedded into the overall vision for the future.  

The complexity and depth is astounding, but it can be generally           
simplified down to further automation of nearly everything that         
comprises human resources and movement within the Fourth        
Industrial Revolution that will redesign the global economy.  
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Everything discussed below aligns with this vision for a grand          
restructuring. 

As the general public continues to believe that normality will be           
obtained once we flatten the curve, leading industry tracker Fast          
Company instead saw fit to already declare that “browsing is          
dead.” They highlighted the radical steps that Walmart has         
undertaken recently to overhaul their physical spaces into an         
airport-style navigation format which they debuted on September        
30. 

Walmart has confirmed that their goal is to transform 200 of their            
stores by the end of the year and nearly 800 U.S. locations next             
year. The redesign will focus on efficiency by connecting the          
physical space to the Walmart app in order to quickly find items            
and ensure contactless payment to complete the purchase as         
rapidly as possible.  
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As Fast Company notes, this is the direct opposite of the store            
redesign implemented just a few years ago by rival Target, which           
aimed to incorporate a boutique feel with high-end decor and          
creative displays to keep people browsing as long as possible. It           
proved to be a hit and led to all-time records of foot traffic for              
Target. Not so in 2020 where curbside pickup is the new form of             
traffic: 

...to many of us in 2020, the joy of burning a Sunday            
afternoon with a latte at Target has been overshadowed by          
the threat of a pandemic petri dish (which is why, as in-store            
visits stalled, Target’s curbside pickup expanded by an        
unbelievable 734% earlier this year). 

Walmart’s new design will in fact include a much larger dedicated           
pickup area as seen below: 
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Walmart has stated that their plans were generally in the works           
even before the corona crisis. This is most likely true, since the            
advent of Amazon’s Go stores first introduced many of the          
elements now more fervently adopted by their competition in the          
Covid era.  

Amazon opened its first fully automated Go store back in January           
2018 and has set the template for how fully contactless shopping           
will operate, at least among the world’s largest retailers. Shoppers          
at one of Amazon Go’s 27 current stores enter with merely a scan             
of their smartphone Go app, and the store’s multitude of cameras           
and sensors detect purchases, finalizing the process with        
cashierless checkout and payment. Amazon is slated to expand         
their locations into the thousands through 2021. 

 

All of the largest retailers have similar programs in the works. For            
Walmart, everything will be connected through their Walmart Pay         
app. Kroger has partnered with Microsoft to begin plans for their           
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“Retail as a Service” platform with new ways of “harmonizing          
customers’ digital and physical shopping experiences” through       
increased automation including: 

Scan, Bag, Go; Virtual Store Manager; sensor network; and         
connectors to corporate systems like point-of-sale, and       
inventory management, tag and merchandising systems.  

An additional feature that could have an even wider impact in the            
retail space is the smart shopping cart designed by both Amazon           
and Walmart. Amazon’s Dash Cart is yet another innovation         
centered on reducing lines in its own stores, as well as potentially            
being licensed for use in other establishments.  

The cart uses cameras, sensors, and a scale to         
automatically detect what shoppers are putting in it. It keeps          
a tally and then charges their Amazon account when they          
leave the store without ever having to go to a register. 

But it is Walmart that might have the most pandemic-ready idea           
for a shopping cart, as their version incorporates biometrics. In          
October, 2018 CNET reported on a patent that Walmart obtained          
for something that even the decidedly pro-tech publication called         
“terrifying.” 

The patent application, submitted Aug. 23 to the US Patent          
and Trademark Office and spotted by Motherboard, shows        
the cart would first measure "baseline" biometric data and         
then compare data at different points in a shopping visit to           
this baseline. 

The data would then be relayed back to a central server and,            
if it indicated the shopper was "not satisfied," the central          
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https://news.microsoft.com/2019/01/07/kroger-and-microsoft-partner-to-redefine-customer-experience-introduce-digital-solutions-for-retail-industry/
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http://pdfaiw.uspto.gov/.aiw?docid=20180240554&PageNum=1&&IDKey=F4F1B5839ACE&HomeUrl=http://appft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO1%2526Sect2=HITOFF%2526d=PG01%2526p=1%2526u=/netahtml/PTO/srchnum.html%2526r=1%2526f=G%2526l=50%2526s1=20180240554%2526OS=%2526RS=
https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/8xjeg4/walmart-patented-a-cart-that-reads-your-pulse-and-temperature
https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/8xjeg4/walmart-patented-a-cart-that-reads-your-pulse-and-temperature


 

server would send an alert to a shop assistant to go and help             
the customer. 
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At the time, this was thought to be introduced for customer           
assistance in the case of adverse health events, or perhaps even           
as a deterrent to shoplifting, as well as gathering anonymous          
customer data that could legitimately help with store layout and          
design. Now, however, such a technology would be monumentally         
intrusive as health data could be personally identified, recorded,         
transmitted and acted upon under Covid mandates. It’s also a          
stark reminder that all of the current surveillance cameras could          
be adapted to incorporate thermal imaging for largely the same          
biometric function in a time of temperature-check entries. 

Once inside, the retail space of the future will likely be populated            
with robot workers. Walmart recently featured a smoothie robot         
from a company called Blendid where customers scan a QR code           
and create their drink based on a wide range of personal           
preferences. The company’s CEO describes the fulfillment       
process which takes place in 3 minutes or less: 

Once the drink is ready, they receive a text with instructions           
for a contactless drink pickup. The robot serves the drink          
to them when they confirm the pickup. 

Interestingly, Walmart made news this month for eliminating their         
entire shelf-scanning robot workforce. While they indicated that        
the 5-year program showed only similar results to those         
documented by human workers, they also acknowledged that        
shoppers appeared not to react well to the experience of seeing           
their automated counterparts.  

Yet, at the very same time, the Walmart-owned Sam’s Club          
announced the deployment of a robot cleaning force to all of its            
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600 U.S. locations, so perhaps the aforementioned end of robot          
shelf-scanners was more of a contractual issue with their supplier          
Bossa Nova than a commitment to retain a human workforce. 

Another element of the near-future that might go unnoticed by          
shoppers but is gaining traction is the use of self-disinfecting          
surfaces. It appears that browsing physical retail could resemble         
both an airport and a hospital: 

...at Queen’s University Belfast, we’re developing another       
protective solution: self-disinfecting surfaces. Our team has       
created materials that can kill infection-causing microbes       
upon contact, helping to prevent the transmission of        
contagious diseases. 

The materials contain substances called photosensitisers. All       
that they need to work is light and oxygen. When exposed to            
these, photosensitisers produce molecules called reactive      
oxygen species – highly reactive forms of oxygen that can          
cause fatal damage to microbes that have landed on the          
material. The source of light could be something as simple          
as sunlight – an abundant, freely available resource –         
though artificial lighting or light from a specialised source         
(such as a fibre optics and LEDs) can also be used. 

Our group has been developing photosensitiser-containing      
materials over many years and has already shown their         
effectiveness against a wide range of bacteria. In light of          
the pandemic, we’re now carrying out new research to         
test the materials’ antiviral activity, to see if they could          
play a role in controlling the transmission of SARS-CoV-2. 
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https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0108500
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Researchers will first target public spaces, but it’s not difficult to           
imagine how this could become an extra selling point for fearful           
consumers at retail locations. 

For those individuals who remain on full house arrest by mandate           
or by choice, new delivery solutions also can capitalize on current           
conditions. 

  

Nearly one year ago, I discussed the great leaps that were being            
made toward residential drone delivery. It appears now that many          
of the concerns mentioned at the time have been dismissed or           
overcome as a literal captive audience would benefit greatly from          
expanded delivery options. 

While Amazon has been a step ahead in this space, Walmart is            
rapidly re-doubling its efforts at drone delivery given the current          
conditions. It aims to supply both consumer goods and medical          
supplies.  
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Over the last month, Walmart has struck three separate         
deals with drone operators to test delivering various items. 

Walmart announced a pilot program last month with Flytrex,         
an end-to-end drone delivery company, to deliver select        
grocery and household essential items to customers in        
Fayetteville, North Carolina. 

Walmart is also teaming up with Quest Diagnostics and         
drone services provider DroneUp to test delivering       
coronavirus tests to people's homes using drones.       
Customers would administer the nasal swab test and then         
send it back to Quest Diagnostics for testing. A trial is           
underway in north Las Vegas, while a trial in Cheektowaga,          
New York is expected to begin this month. 

"There's a lot we can learn from our drone delivery pilots to            
help determine what roles drones can play in pandemic         
response, health care delivery and retail," Walmart said. "We         
hope drone delivery of self-collection kits will shape        
contactless testing capabilities on a larger scale and        
continue to bolster the innovative ways Walmart plans to use          
drone delivery in the future." 

Walmart also struck a partnership with drone delivery        
company Zipline to deliver select health and wellness        
products in an attempt to go after the quickly-growing         
prescription management space. Trials using Zipline's      
technology will take place near Walmart's headquarters in        
Arkansas and are expected to begin early next year. 
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But people also need to eat and all of the major players in that              
space are set to thrive under their current models, as well as by             
offering some innovative new options.  

Kroger announced last month that it is creating “ghost kitchens” in           
some of its stores in partnership with a delivery and pick-up only            
restaurant called ClusterTruck.  

 

According to their press release, they promise that there will be           
no delivery or service fees. Here we see many familiar buzzwords           
amid the great transition – “seamless experience” and        
“sustainable” among them – as well as highlighting how lucrative          
anything is likely to be that can address this massive acceleration           
toward digital commerce.  

The expansion of Kroger's relationship with ClusterTruck       
reflects the retailer's ongoing investments in providing a        
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variety of prepared fresh food options and creating a         
seamless experience for customers. Kroger experienced      
a 127% digital sales lift in second quarter 2020, as          
customers continued to use digital ordering options,       
including pickup, delivery, and ship to home. 

Indianapolis-based ClusterTruck is a pioneer in the ghost        
kitchen space, building a proprietary software system that        
creates custom algorithms to optimize kitchen and       
delivery operations and removes the pain points of the         
third-party delivery model… 

The combination of ClusterTruck's innovative technology      
platform, optimization of meal delivery, and launch at Kroger         
stores has the potential to create a new and more          
sustainable model... 

"As the prepared food delivery category continues to        
explode, we're thrilled to play such a pivotal role in Kroger's           
fresh and forward-thinking meal delivery strategy." 

This trend is likely to further cripple smaller local restaurants that           
don’t have the capital or ability to form key strategic partnerships           
on the fly and are instead left with government-mandated capacity          
limits and other operating restrictions. 

Closing Thoughts 

E-commerce is demonstrably exploding, as half of all Americans         
already do their shopping online. It doesn’t seem that we are very            
far from taking this to a whole new level when a vast majority of              
the population is now convinced that they are in mortal danger           
anytime they leave their house. Those who even enter the          
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physical panopticon of the future retail space could be seen as           
brave compared to those who have chosen drone delivery.  

Cognizant, a digital business solutions firm, recently offered an         
outline that underscores the future of shopping and beyond         
through a fictional roundtable “looking back” from the year 2025          
on what has transpired after the corona crisis. They offer the           
following 8 points from this video.  

1. Online’s Big Bang: COVID-19 digitized the world at light         
speed. 

2. Everyone's Home is Their Castle: Houses were retrofitted        
with dedicated home office spaces as working from home         
became the norm, not the exception. 

3. Business Travel Lost its Cool: Business travel became a last          
resort. 

4. Health Screening is Widespread: You’re now subject to        
“OK2GO” scans on entering buildings, governed by the        
newly-formed Health Security Agency. 

5. Gaia and Greta Went Mainstream: The environmental       
agenda gathered momentum. 

6. Humans in the Machine: Online interactive dinner parties,        
concerts, and political rallies became common and “real”        
versions withered. 

7. The Birth of the Clean Regime: We realized just how dirty           
(metaphorically and literally) the Earth had become. 

8. Privacy: Another Casualty of the Virus. The long-term        
implications of a permanent surveillance infrastructure      
became apparent for governments as they recognized that        
personal data is a new source of economic wealth. 
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The future is never certain; but large, well-capitalized chains         
continuing to thrive as they accelerate vertical integration of the          
trends they have helped to shape would appear to be a sure bet. 

We can lament the direction this is beginning to take, or we can             
continue to look for opportunities within the counter-economy to         
resist these trends where necessary for personal freedom and         
capitalize upon this reality. Crypto and blockchain-based solutions        
would appear to be perfectly positioned as both a first line of            
defense and a path to profit in a contactless economy. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
A Message to the Armchair Agorist 

 

By Vin Armani 

I had a recent conversation on a new podcast and the host told             
me, toward the beginning of our dialogue, that his libertarian          
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associates and the people who claim to be part of the “liberty            
community,” as far as he can tell, “basically fall into two camps.            
One camp is fundamentally the Libertarian Party and the other          
camp consists of agorists.” He said that he fell squarely within the            
second camp, the agorists. I found this statement to be          
remarkable.  

When, in 2016, I discovered the work of Samuel Konkin, the           
philosopher economist who coined the term “Agorism,” and began         
self-identifying as an agorist, I could count on one hand the           
individuals with whom I was familiar who were talking about the           
concept. My first tweets using the term “agorism” are on July 24th,            
2016 and I remember at that time putting myself on a mission to             
popularize the concept among the liberty community. At the time,          
the “hippest” thing that a libertarian could call himself (or herself)           
was an Anarcho-Capitalist, an AnCap. For better or worse, that          
term was co-opted, starting with the campaign of Donald Trump,          
by individuals who turned out to have an affinity for coercive state            
violence and who seemed to many of us on the outside to be             
ethno-nationalists, or at least apologists for ethno-nationalism.       
The most stark example of this shift is Stefan Molyneux, who was            
my own guru – before he became a Trump-supporter who plies           
his audience with a narrative of racial superiority based on IQ           
studies – as I realized the power and promise of the vision of a              
stateless society.  

Anarcho-Capitalism is an ideology concerned almost exclusively       
with theory. Agorism is a practice. As more people who are not            
practicing agorists start to use the word to identify themselves, I           
see a risk of a dilution and eventual loss of the concept. In this              
article, I am going to give a definition of the theory and practice of              
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agorism as I understand it, so that this self-identifying newcomer          
(The Armchair Agorist) can be cognizant of what he is signing up            
for. 

The root of the word ”agorism” is the Greek word “agora.” The            
agora was the public space, in ancient Greek cities and towns,           
where the open-air marketplace existed. Farther to the east, this          
space is still known as “bazaar” or “souk.” The Greek agora was            
generally a central square. It was a place not just for trading            
goods and services, but for trafficking in ideas. Philosophers         
would debate in the agora. Art and music would be seen and            
heard. News of far-off lands would be told to eager crowds by            
caravan captains. The agora was a generally unregulated space,         
at least by the laws of the state. If you had goods to sell and could                
find an unoccupied space in which to sell them, the agora was            
generally open to you. The agora was a free market.  

In referencing this artifact of ancient Western culture, Samuel         
Konkin III, who first coined the term Agorism, sought to place the            
notion of the free market at the beginning of our current           
civilization. The free market, for an agorist, is the pure, initial state            
from whence we came and it is where we wish to travel in the              
future. 

Agorism, ideologically, is classified as an anarchist philosophy. As         
such, the agorist believes: 

1. The most preferable society is one with the least amount of           
coercive violence. 

2. The state, defined as “that group which claims a monopoly         
on coercive violence in a given geographic region,” is the          
primary violent actor in modern societies. 
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3. A free market, defined as “an economy devoid of state          
interference,” is synonymous with a “stateless society” and        
is, therefore, a proper and preferable goal. 

What differentiates agorism from other anarchist philosophies and        
practices is that agorism is the practice of using         
counter-economics to replace a command economy (an “unfree        
market”) with the free market; counter-economics is the tool of the           
agorist. 

Counter-economics, as defined by Konkin, is “the practice and         
study of countereconomic acts.” He defines “a countereconomic        
act” as “all (non-coercive) action committed in defiance of the          
State.” This definition is very important to keep front of mind.           
There is a trend among those who call themselves “agorists” to           
associate acts like growing peppers in their backyard as part of           
their agorist practice. However, unless growing peppers in your         
backyard, without the permission of the state, is expressly         
prohibited by the state, your gardening is not counter-economic in          
nature. It is not agorism. However, selling those peppers on the           
street corner without a business license or other required permit          
would most definitely be acting as a counter-economist. 

Not all counter-economists are agorists. There are plenty of         
economic actors in the world who are either trafficking in          
contraband goods and services (i.e. drug dealers and prostitutes),         
or are not in total compliance with government rules and          
regulations (i.e. an all-cash business that doesn’t report all of their           
earnings to the tax authorities). The former is operating in what           
Konkin defines as the “black market.” The latter is operating in           
“the gray market.” The black and gray markets are synonymous          
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with the counter-economy and it is from these labels that we get            
the black and gray colors in the agorist flag. However, most black            
and gray marketeers are not embracing the counter-economy for         
ideological reasons; they are committing counter-economic acts in        
pursuit of profit. This is what makes agorism so powerful. 

Konkin writes, in An Agorist Primer, “Agorism can be defined          
simply: it is thought and action consistent with freedom.” In this           
case, the freedom in question is the freedom present in the free            
market. Agorism is the practice of thinking and acting in a manner            
consistent with the free market. The agorist is the embodiment of           
the free market. The agorist acts. He actively seeks out and           
participates in black and gray markets. He actively chooses not to           
get licensing or permits from the state. He acts in defiance of            
regulations, not in compliance. This takes courage.  

It is not a path for everyone. However, there is brilliance in            
Konkin’s recognition that it is through counter-economics that the         
free market, a stateless society, can be manifested. The brilliance          
is in the reframing of non-compliance as entrepreneurial risk, a          
“cost of doing business.” Black and gray markets arise because it           
is more profitable to do business as an outlaw than to bear the             
costs of compliance. This is self-evident. It costs far, far less to            
simply sell illicit Vicodin on the street than to bear the cost of             
earning your MD so you can legally prescribe them to patients.           
Konkin saw that if an ideologically conscious cadre of black and           
gray marketeers traded risk for profit, consistently, over        
generations, that the reach and power of the state would be           
curtailed simply through the pursuit of profit. In a footnote in New            
Libertarian Manifesto, Konkin lays out a scenario that convinced         
me of the clear utility of this path. 
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An example of how this works may be helpful. Suppose I           
wished to receive and sell a contraband or evade a tax or            
violate a regulation. Let's say I can make $100,000 a          
transaction. 

Using government figures on criminal apprehension, always       
exaggerated in the State's favor simply because they cannot         
know how much we got away with, I find an apprehension           
rate of 20%. One may then find out the percentage of those            
cases that come for trial and the percentage of those that           
result in conviction even with a good lawyer. Let's say 25%           
make it to trial and 50% result in conviction. (The latter is            
high but we'll throw in the legal fees involved so that even a             
decision involving loss of legal costs but acquittal is still a           
"loss.") I therefore incur a 2.5% risk (.20 x .25 x .50 = 0.025).              
This is high for most real cases. 

Suppose my maximum fine is $500,000 or five years in jail –            
or both. Excluding my counter-economic transactions (one       
certainly cannot count them when deciding whether or not to          
do them), I might make $20,000 a year so that I would lose             
another $100,000. It's very hard to ascribe a value to five           
years of incarceration, but at least in our present society it's           
not too much worse than other institutionalization (school,        
army, hospital) and at least the counter-economist won't be         
plagued with guilt and remorse. 

So I weigh 2.5% of $600,000 loss or $15,000 and five years            
against $100,000 gain!  
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And I could easily insure myself for $14,000 (or less) to pay            
all costs and fines! In short, it works.” 

Although the numbers work, there is brutal honesty in the risk           
being traded. Incarceration is a risk of counter-economics. That’s         
why labeling yourself as an agorist, one who is consistently acting           
in such a way that risks attracting the violence of the state, is not              
something to be taken lightly. The fact that people are embracing           
the black and gray flag is an indication to me that they don’t fully              
understand what those colors signify. 

To be an agorist is not only to act, but to act in manner              
“consistent” with freedom. In An Agorist Primer, Konkin writes,         
“Hold onto the virtue of consistency. The refusal to compromise,          
to deceive oneself, to ‘sell out’ or to ‘be realistic’ created agorism.” 

I have been both a counter-economist virtually all of my adult life            
and an agorist (knowingly and unknowingly) for many years. I          
have traded risk for profit and have had successful businesses in           
the counter-economy, but I have also had my businesses and my           
freedom taken away from me at various times by agents of the            
state. I have also faltered in my consistency. I have, at times,            
jumped through the state’s hoops. On every occasion that I have           
complied, participating in the white market, I have later realized          
that doing so was mostly a waste of time. The regimes of            
licensing and permitting are, after all, just a highly evolved and           
normalized protection racket of the same fundamental type        
practiced by organized crime since time immemorial: “Give us         
some of your profits or we will break your legs and burn down             
your business.” 
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You cannot be an agorist “in theory.” Agorism, by definition,          
requires action. I sincerely want you to find agorism as rewarding           
and meaningful an ideology as I have found it. I have learned so             
much about myself and the world in which I live through           
embracing agorist principles and practice. I want to encourage         
you to orient yourself toward freedom (because agorism does         
require courage). Embracing the term and the symbols is a first           
step. I want to invite you to take the next step and learn what this               
agorism thing is all about. 

You can download free PDF copies of Samuel Konkin’s two          
primary works on agorism: New Libertarian Manifesto and An         
Agorist Primer. 
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WEALTH 
 

A “Mostly Peaceful” Civil War 

 
By Jeff Paul 
 
We look back at history dumbfounded that armies would just          
stand in formation in fields and slaughter each other. This is how            
America’s first Civil War was fought. The allied forces storming          
the beaches of Normandy during World War II was the last time            
two massive armies directly faced off like that on a battlefield.           
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Since then, war has been waged mostly through air power, small           
tactical raids, and logistics.  
 
Most humans don’t have the stomach for violence. Today, very          
few Americans would put up with mass casualties. Because of          
that, hot wars are now primarily conducted with remote control          
planes dropping “smart” bombs in places that few people could          
find on a map. 
 
And yet the notion of another civil war in the United States has             
never been more probable. The recent political riots and         
clusterfuck election indicate that America is poised for more         
division, conflict and even divorce. But it won’t look like the Civil            
War reenactment battles that draw crowds of spectators on lazy          
Sunday afternoons in the South. In fact, there may be almost no            
violence in the new civil war.  
 

A cold war is a state of conflict between nations that does            
not involve direct military action but is pursued primarily         
through economic and political actions, propaganda, acts of        
espionage or proxy wars waged by surrogates. Wiki. 

 
The United States is currently engaged in a cold war with China.            
Since both powers have advanced weapons and large militaries,         
the chances of all-out hot war are low. Instead, the fight is            
happening via propaganda and economically through currency       
manipulation, sanctions, tariffs, and so on. I expect something         
similar between states and perhaps neighbors here at home. 
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Don’t get me wrong, the threat of violence underpins every move           
and a few examples will be aired to show everyone what will            
happen if they don’t comply with the “right” side.  
 
Until recently, we lived in the freest and most peaceful time in            
human history. For hundreds of thousands or even millions of          
years, humans slept with one eye open in fear of predators.           
Today, we sleep like innocent babies with little fear that violence           
will take us in the night. Although violence is still likely to be used              
sparingly, the fear of it will be elevated. 
 
US Election Fallout 
 
The US Presidential election is playing out as many have          
expected. Chaos. Counter Markets co-founder Vin Armani       
predicted that this could be the last presidential election ever in           
the United States. It’s looking more and more like he may be            
correct. 
 
No matter who is declared the winner, very few will see the            
process or either candidate as legitimate. That’s great from our          
agorist point of view, but hatred from both indoctrinated sides          
assures that conflict will escalate. And it could lead to political           
violence (civil war). Frankly, I think we’ll see a “mostly peaceful”           
cold civil war.  
 
Here is what I think will unfold over the next days, months and             
years: As expected, the media and a few Democrat-run swing          
states declared Biden the winner. Trump will fight the legitimacy          
of the votes in court. Some voter fraud will be found and Trump             
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will win some court battles. Perhaps winning outright in the courts.           
The media will ignore or downplay any revelation of voter fraud           
and continue to insist that Biden is the democratically elected          
president. Everything hinges on Trump’s move after that. 
 
Trump may refuse to leave, cementing him as the tyrant dictator           
that they all thought he was in the first place. This move could             
trigger a violent coup from deep state actors loyal to Biden (aka            
establishment warhawks) including factions in the military. And        
perhaps we’ll see an equally violent defense of Trump from others           
in the government.  
 
Some predict that the court rulings will be accepted, much as they            
were in 2000 where Gore won the popular vote but lost court            
certification of Florida to Bush. If Trump remains president         
because of the courts, it would probably result in more rioting and            
looting from the extreme left and maybe secession of some          
states.  
 
The alternative result is that Trump recognizes that he lost the           
narrative in the game of thrones. He concedes gracefully to give           
his offspring a chance to redeem the Trump name in future           
elections. Although he hates losing, he may like his name living in            
glory more.  
 
The biggest unknown is what Trump supporters will do if Biden is            
installed under these circumstances. They are not going away. In          
fact, they’re likely to be more rageful. Will they protest? Will they            
get violent? Will they seek secession of red states? Or will they            
just regroup and organize for the next election?  
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Biden supporters are already openly gloating and making lists of          
conservatives that they want to banish from polite society. Think          
I’m kidding? 
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Most Trump supporters that I have spoken to say they will just            
take the loss on the chin and get back to their normal lives. But              
judging by the left’s response above, they may not be allowed to.            
If cancel-culture for anyone associated with “Trumpism” persists, I         
anticipate that true “far-right” extremism will eventually emerge.  
 
The hyper division of political ideology and system of Federalism          
(states rights) in America is fertile ground for a civil war. In fact, I’d              
argue that we are already in a cold civil war. And that’s mostly a              
good thing for edging closer to more freedom. 
 
Another Civil War? 

 
How would we know if we’re in the middle of a cold civil war? 
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Remember from the quote at the beginning of this article, a cold            
war is a conflict between states “that does not involve direct           
military action but is pursued primarily through economic and         
political actions, propaganda, acts of espionage or proxy wars         
waged by surrogates.” 
 
States having policies that conflict with their neighbors or the          
federal government is one indication.  
 
Cannabis legalization against federal law or neighboring states is         
one small example. States imposing very different COVID        
pandemic restrictions is another, particularly closing borders to        
neighboring states as we saw during the height of the panic. 
 
However, the political division that we are experiencing is not          
regional like the North versus South in America’s previous Civil          
War. Nor is there sufficient political will at the federal level to            
violently enforce cannabis prohibition in legal states. This makes         
the prospect of another hot civil war more unlikely than in the            
1800s.  
 
Additionally, although states seceding from the union has never         
seemed more possible, it would merely be symbolic without their          
own currency and tax laws. 
 
US Civil War historians acknowledge that exorbitant cotton tariffs         
imposed on the South were the impetus for secession, and the           
formation of the Confederate dollar was the trigger for the war: 
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Like most wars, the Civil War was a war fought over power            
and money. The South, a political minority from 1830 on,          
was fed up with being pushed around by the North. The           
unfair 40 percent tariff on cotton was paid by the five Deep            
South cotton states which financed 80 percent of the U.S.          
Treasury. These monies were used mostly to subsidize the         
industrial development of the North. 
 
Lincoln himself stated in a letter in August 1862 to New York            
editor Horace Greely, “My paramount object in this struggle         
is to save the Union, and it is not either to save or destroy              
slavery.” 
 
Charles Dickens, who had spent much time in the U.S.          
before the war, told his readers in his monthly magazine in           
1862: “The Northern onslaught upon slavery was no more         
than a piece of specious humbug designed to conceal its          
desire for economic control of the Southern states.” 
 
Gov. Joel Parker of New Jersey, a reluctant Democratic         
supporter of the war said, “Slavery is no more the cause of            
this war than gold is the cause of robbery.” (Source) 

 
Confederate dollar notes began to be circulated before the start of           
the American Civil War and were used to finance the war. 

 
The Confederate dollar, first issued in April 1861, two         
months after the formation of the Confederate States of         
America, was the primary means by which the confederacy         
planned to finance the civil war against the United States of           
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America. The Civil War broke out several months later, and          
the Confederacy was able to engage in the fighting due to           
the funds raised through this new currency. (Source) 

 
More recently, Brexit, the United Kingdom leaving the European         
Union, was only possible because they had their own currency. 
 
In 2012 at Davos, Prince Andrew made that clear when he poked            
fun at other European nations suffering under the collapse of the           
euro, saying “At least we have our own currency.” 
 
“Permit me to issue and control the money of a nation, and I care              
not who makes its laws!” Attributed to Mayer Rothschild. 
 
In short, there cannot be meaningful secession without a         
sovereign currency.  
 
Secession Of The Individual 
 
Instead of state secession and civil war, we are seeing division           
between neighbors. A siloing of everything from information to         
economic activity will continue to drive them apart. 
 
Yet another Vinstradamus prediction coming true. 
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The momentum toward siloing feeds all of the characteristics of a           
cold war, especially propaganda. Reality is so divergent for         
people nowadays that individuals can see the same event and          
have completely different narratives as to what occurred. Each         
feeling that they have the “truth.” 
 
An example of siloing manifesting as “proxy wars waged by          
surrogates” is the Black Lives Matter riots isolated to unaffiliated          
regions of the country. This has led to political action in the form             
of defunding and reform of law enforcement in some cities. 
 
The opportunity for individuals in an increasingly siloed world lies          
in “economic action.” But it’s not without its challenges as          
illustrated in the meme below. 
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Businesses used to be concerned with attracting customers from         
all walks of life. When asked why he wouldn’t talk about politics,            
Michael Jordan famously said “Republicans buy sneakers, too.” 
 
Today, the opposite is occurring. Businesses are pandering to         
specific groups at the exclusion of opposing groups. Economic         
activity is Siloing. 
 
The opportunity for entrepreneurs in this environment is to serve          
very specific customers.  
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When we started Counter Markets nearly four years ago, there          
were only a handful of agorists on the planet. Today we have            
around 7000 people on our free email list and almost 300 paying            
members. 
 
Counter Markets member and agorist memelord Sal Mayweather        
recently launched 3DPrinterGoBrrr.com where he sells 3D       
printers privately by accepting cryptocurrency. Although this is a         
small niche of customers, he is building a loyal customer base.  
 
Even if you currently don’t have a product or service to offer, you             
have the opportunity to support businesses that share your         
values.  
 
The agora is the best way for individuals to have an impact in the              
ongoing cold war. 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

 
Bitcoin prices moved sharply higher last month. After spending         
the month of September bouncing between $10K and $11K,         
Bitcoin broke out to the upside and hasn’t looked back. October           
started out with the same consolidation range we’ve seen,         
bouncing between $10K and $11K, then around the middle of the           
month prices broke out to the upside and quickly hit $13K. After a             
few days trading above and below $13K, we saw another          
breakout to just below $16K. Current prices are in the $15,500           
range, with large price swings occurring daily.  
 
This recent price spike has been attributed to the PayPal news,           
that they’re opening up their platform of 300+ million users to buy            
and sell Bitcoin. This rumor has been circulating for months and           
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was more or less proven to be true when the PayPal and Paxos             
agreement became public a couple of months ago. But the official           
news served as a further catalyst to spike prices even more.  
 
We’re now within striking distance of an all-time high for Bitcoin,           
which is just under $20K. That should prove to be the next major             
psychological barrier here, and will likely lead to some significant          
resistance. But should Bitcoin spike above that, we’ll have what’s          
called a blue skies breakout, where there is no upside resistance.           
In that scenario, there’s no telling where the next stop along the            
line is. Traders will probably look at numbers like $25K and $30K            
as the next barriers to clear.  
 
Demand for Bitcoin appears to be on the rise across the board, as             
Square and now PayPal have opened the doors for everyday          
users to buy and sell. On the institutional side, we’re seeing           
increases in volume on the Bakkt exchange as well, which is a            
Bitcoin futures product settled with actual Bitcoin at the end of           
each trading day.  
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Given that Bitcoin can’t inflate the number of coins in circulation,           
there is only one outcome when increased demand hits a fixed           
supply, and that’s price increase.  
 
The decentralized finance movement is still going strong for now,          
but there are a few reasons to be cautious here. Users are            
utilizing smart contracts to borrow, lend, invest, and earn interest          
in crypto, and it won’t take long for the SEC or some other             
government regulatory agency to step in and blow things up. In           
many cases users are able to pledge an asset, be it Bitcoin,            
Ethereum, or any number of other cryptocurrencies, and once         
pledged into a wallet, they can then borrow USD stablecoins, or           
any other number of currencies at very low rates. The users then            
take that fiat currency, and buy more crypto, pledge that          
additional crypto, get additional USD, and so on… It ends up           
creating a lot of leverage in the decentralized finance space; and           
should all these trades, pledges, loans, etc. start to unwind for           
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some reason, we could see some significant price drops across          
all cryptocurrencies. That doesn’t mean Bitcoin can’t continue        
higher, it could run straight onto new highs this month for all we             
know. Just please be aware of the potential for large price swings            
as there is bound to be some bad DeFi news coming at some             
point.  
 
Ultimately, the big picture here remains the same, and PayPal's          
entrance into the crypto world only further legitimizes Bitcoin as a           
real asset. It’s also worth pointing out that PayPal will charge its            
standard 2.9% fee on purchases and sales of Bitcoin, so they’re           
going to clean up on transaction fees. It didn’t take long after            
Square’s last quarterly earnings report for PayPal to realize         
they’ve been missing out. As payment institutions realize the         
potential profit to be made on transaction fees, I expect we’ll be            
seeing the ability to buy and sell Bitcoin introduced to many more            
financial applications.  
 
For anyone interested in earning 8.6% on a USD stablecoin, or           
4% plus on Bitcoin, please visit this link and sign up.  
https://countermarkets.com/crypto 
 
For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using            
Coinbase to take your first position. Be careful with your position           
sizing; don’t invest more than you’re comfortable losing. Also         
expect major volatility, with possible price swings of 50% or more           
in a matter of days. 
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Silver Update 

 
Silver prices bounced between about $23 and $25.5 in October,          
which is a pretty large monthly range for a typically calm market.            
Things like fed meetings, elections, coronavirus stats, economic        
stimulus, etc. all tend to drive significant short-term moves one          
way or another, so we’re seeing price moves in both directions           
that are relatively large. The price movement was up for the           
month, and we’re currently right at the high end of the range,            
$25.60 right now, so breakout out of this consolidation pattern          
could have us back to the $27-$28 range in no time at all.  
 
A significant driver of higher prices going forward will be the           
Federal Reserve monetary policies. On Thursday of this week,         
they mentioned they’d be increasing their liquidity injections into         
the bond market to $120 billion per month. That’s a truly massive            
number, meaning that over the next several months, it’s likely that           
over a trillion dollars will be created by the Federal Reserve and            
used to provide liquidity to the US bond market. This is viewed as             
a necessary step, because without the Fed taking this role, no           
institutional investor is going to purchase a multi-year bond         
yielding next to nothing. And without the ability to rollover their           
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corporate debt, a large percentage of publicly traded companies         
would go suddenly bankrupt, so the Federal Reserve’s being the          
lender of last resort has come to the rescue.  
 
With all these additional dollars being injected into the money          
supply each month, and with the goal of higher than 2% inflation,            
and there being little to no concern about overheating the          
economy, gold and silver have a massive tailwind here from the           
Fed. The latest comments let us know that they’ll do whatever it            
takes to spike economic growth, and that they haven’t even come           
close to exhausting all their options. There was even an idea           
mentioned that they would deposit funds into the bank account of           
every American, and put an expiration date on the funds, meaning           
the money would be use it or lose it. Doing this would be a near               
certain way to increase the “money speed” (the rate at which           
dollars move throughout the economy), and would absolutely        
drive inflation. Whether this actually happens down the line or not           
is unknown, but it shows us that the Fed’s objective here is to             
drive inflation and stimulate spending though any means        
necessary.  
 
Given this policy is likely to be in place for a couple of years at               
least, we’ve got a tailwind in gold and silver that should hold for             
some time. Combine that with an increasingly likely Democratic         
president who will be in favor of large government spending, large           
stimulus, and ever-increasing debt loads, it very well could be an           
excellent few years for precious metals investors.  
 
As we mentioned last month, the economic landscape hasn’t         
looked this good for gold and silver in a long time. We’re likely to              
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see loose money policies for the foreseeable future, which should          
provide continued support for both gold and silver.  
 
In the physical bullion market, premiums on silver coins are          
coming down. Last month they were about 25% on average, and           
this month they’re down to about 20%. As time continues, and           
physical stock remains available, we should see these premiums         
decline further. If they can get back to the 7-15% range that we             
typically see, then we’d once again suggest picking up some          
physical bullion. For those of you who are unwilling to wait, and            
want to buy physical silver today, junk silver premiums are in the            
$2.20 to $3.00 per ounce range (depending on the face value           
you’re purchasing), about half the premium you’d pay on a          
1-ounce coin.  
 
Looking at the gold/silver ratio – in our last issue it came in at 80,               
which was approaching extreme levels, but not quite there yet.          
With the price jump we saw in October, this ratio has come down             
to 76. It’s still on the high end, historically speaking, but we’re well             
off the extremes of 90+ that we saw a few months ago. Going             
forward, silver is still likely to outperform gold in terms of           
percentage moves, both up and down, as it tends to be the more             
volatile of the two metals.  
 
If you don’t have any physical bullion, but still want exposure to            
any price moves higher, look at PHYS or PSLV – both trade just             
as easily on any stock exchange. 
 
Once silver premiums return to normal, we’d encourage you to          
shop from a trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange.  
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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